Sign up for SLCE2019
In this class, students will learn about the history, philosophy, and foundations of Service Learning and Civic Engagement. Students will also learn how to connect their passions and skill sets to the service of others.

Offered in the Division of Professional Practice and Experiential Learning (ProPEL)

In SLCE2019, you will:
- **Participate** in “hands-on learning” by working alongside fellow student leaders.
- **Create** an electronic portfolio to showcase your learning, service, and work.
- **Build** your professional network by working with community servants and civic leaders.
- **Learn** about leveraging social networks for the service of others.

Get started by registering for SLCE2019 through UC’s Onestop!

Have questions? Contact us at SL@uc.edu

Follow us on Twitter @Cincinnati_SL
Like us on Facebook at Service-Learning in Cincinnati